Asus Pq5 Pro Turbo Specs
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Motherboard. The specs are not bad at all. I used all of mine on the P5Q Pro and Deluxe with no problems. And actually, the system operates at 99°C at full load with Accelero Twin Turbo and MX2 at 100% fans. Any further help is appreciated.

Specifications:
- Asus P5Q-PRO motherboard
- Intel Q6600 at 2.4 GHz with TX3 cooler
- Manuals and user guide free PDF downloads for Asus P5Q Deluxe - Motherboard - ATX

At that resolution, you should be fine with those specs. Is that a Asus P5Q-PRO turbo? What is that mobo? I think I had one like that. Asus P5B variant? My System Specs MOBO:
- Asus P5Q Pro Turbo (P45 chipset)
- Ram: OCZ PC2-8500 DDR2 Reaper 2x2GB
- VID: EVGA GeForce GTS 250 1Gb 256bit GDDR3
- Abit IL9 Pro, 945P / ICH7, 1066, ≥ 65, E6700 (see notes), May not be compatible
- ASUS P5Q Pro Turbo, P45 / ICH10R, 1600, ≥ 136, Q9650, QX9770, All
- Cooler Master GX 550 Bronze + PSU
- Asus P5Q Deluxe
- 500GB HD

I'm wondering if the motherboard is Intel or AMD. Here's the specs:

46. dkerzlang - Asus P5KPL-AM EPU
47. intel_inside - Asus P5Q Pro Turbo
48. rhemzeronine - Asus P5NSLI, P7P55D Deluxe
49. romster - Maximus III Gene

This is what I have. I was thinking about spending $400-$500 on an Asus P5Q Pro Turbo with Intel Core 2 Duo E8600 3.33Ghz @ 4.0Ghz and a Thermaltake NiC C5 CPU Cooler.
PowerMac G5 Case with ASUS P5Q Pro Turbo (WIP)

First and foremost: v0.4: Specs: Motherboard: Asus P5Q Pro Turbo CPU: Xeon X5460 @ 3.96GHz OC.

You guys who are saying he needs a better computer, are not very smart. I'm running into the same issues. My specs are: ASUS P5Q PRO TURBO Intel Core 2. With power efficiency so important to operating temperatures, ASUS 8-phase VRM design leads the industry with its 96% power ASUS Turbo Key allows the user to turn the PC power button into an overclocking button. P5Q PRO Turbo. No! The Asus P5Q PRO Turbo motherboard has the Intel LGA775 processor socket, which supports the Intel Core 2, Celeron Dual-core, and Pentium Dual-core. 16 GB, DDR2 1300/1200/1066/800/667 Non-ECC, Un-buffered Memory further specs u can check at asus web orignal pix b attached hynonly serious buyer.

overclock.net/t/773046/official-asus-p5q-pro-turbo-pro-turbo-owners-club-all-asus-p45-mobo yea it had plastic cover and here's my pc specs. Your ASUS P5Q PRO Turbo Leveraging leading specs on all fronts, along with new Dynamic Write Acceleration technology, the Crucial MX200 is loaded. Asus P5Q PRO Turbo, 4GB GSkill PC6400, E6600 @ 3.0GHz Eventually I'm going to try making it into a FreeNAS server as it meets minimum specs. For now.
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ASUS, EVGA and MSI Article Discussion. Unless I missed something, you compared the specs to the 680 but then didn't include the ASUS P5Q Pro Turbo - Q6600 - 4GB DDR2 - NVIDIA 8800GTS 640 - WD Black 2x320Gb RAID-0.